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Sister Ethel
Named Dean
Of Residents

April 30, 1970

Edgecliff College
Cincinnati, Ohio

German Jingles Become
New Teaching Technique
by Allee Ruth Kru11UMn

A studioua scholar once found
That pleasure with pain
she could mingle.
So easy to do that you're bound
To learn German by means
of a jingle.

Slater Ethel Raulston baa been
appointed dean of resident students by Sister Jane Kirchner,
president. Sister Ethel ia director
' of vocations for the Sisters of
Mercy, Province of Cincinnati.
Sister Marcia Kenning, former
dean of residents, has been appointed head of the department
of mathematics. She succeeds Dr.
Louisa Belai who will be teaching
part-time second semester. The appointments become effective in the
fall.

Edgecliff students will have a
chance to do just that this summer in Dr. Anne Gruenbauer's
Elementary German class.
Last summer's attendance at
international summer courses in
Salzburg, Austria, brought Dr.
Gruenbauer in contact with the
Rhythmic Singing Method developed by Georg Lapper. The method is a unique form of unsophisticated learning for beginners in the
study of the German language. It
c o n s i s ·t s of rhythmic, rhyming
stanzas containing the basic vocabulary, eBSential phrases and idioms,
grammar and helpful sentence patterns which are sung to two simple, catchy melodies.
Lapper began developing his
method in 1913 while teaching at
a Chinese Middle School. The
method has eince been Wied successfully in South America and
Europe as well as in the Orient.
While at the Univeraity of Salzburg, Dr. Gruenbauer obeerved
about 60 people of various coun-

ILecture Committee Sets
The Lecture Committee recently
submitted a new list of requirements which should be followed
when a speaker is to appear on
campus.
Clu1 Lecture: Report to the
chairman of the department, who
will submit a memo to the office
of the dean.
General Lecture for College
Community: Fill out form for the
Lecture Committee and return it
to the office of college relations.
Club Meetings {ClOHd): When
meeting is just for that specific
club group - club moderator and
department chairman are responsible.
Club Meeting• {Open): Fill out
required form and submit to Lecture Committee.
Forms can be obtained in the
office of Student Government,

Up Rules

I

dean of students and office of college relations. Please return the
form to the office of college relations and allow one week for a
reply.

tries, and ranging in age from
about 17 to 60, being taught effectively by Lapper. After three
weeks, this diverse group could
unCleratand simple spoken German
and make themselves understood
in shops and inns.
Dr. Gruenbauer hopes to accomplish even more in the eight-week
course she has planned for Edgecliff. In addition to emphasis on
understanding, speaking and writing simple German, the course will
include some reading and varied
experiences in living language.
According to Dr. Gruenbauer,
the Lapper method is "a fast, easy
and lasting memorization of what
has to be learned. To be sure, it
involves work but it also promises
succeu."

Carol Muething (with kite) was
selected Prom Q u e e n for the
Junior-Senior Prom to be held
May 9. Her court includes, from
left, Stephani Ondash, Dori Bush
and Chris Hill. Another court

Administrative Council Passes
Senate's·New Parking Proposal
Student Senate has recommended to the Student Affairs Committee and the Administrative Council
a proposal regarding the parking
facilities. The proposal states that
11% of the parki.ng stickers will
be allotted to the dorm students
and 89% to day students. Only
junior and senior dorm students
will be ·a llowed to have cars on
campus, with priority being given
to student teacher& and those requiring a car for a job. A fee of
$15 for day students and $25 for
dorm students will be levied. Special arrangements for part-time

students, summer school students,
and car pools will be made. The
$2700 to $3000 expected from
parking fees will help pay for more
spaces.
Both the Student Affair& Committee and the Administrative
Council passed the proposal which
will go into effect in the fall.
Mr. Paul Palmisano, busineBB
manager, reports that no definite
plans have yet been made concerning parking facility improvements.
He has spoken to people about cost
and space available.

Marti Weisenberger Accepts Position
As Edgecliff' s Own Traveling Salesman
Senior Marti Weisenberger is
the newest addition to the Admissions Office.
Upon graduation this May,
Marti will assume the full-time
job of .t raveling to high schools

in various cities throughout the
country to promote Edgecliff.
Polly Woeste Goodwin, who formerly held this position, will now
remain in town to work with Sister
Agnes Cloud, director of admis-

Survival of 70' s
Seminar Slated
"Survival of the Seventies" is
the theme for a two-day seminar
being considered for next September.
Chairman Sue Lauer explains:
"There will be no classes those
days, and hopefully everyone . will
take part in talks and discUSB1ons,
involving all the departments of
the college. The discUSBions will
include such things as art in the
70's and how the psychology of the
fu~re will affect man."

...

Honors
Convocation
The Honors Convocation
will be held May 13 at
8 p.m. in the theatre. All
are invited to attend.

Prom Tickets Go
On Sale Monday

Newly appointed admissions counselor, Marti Weisenberger
(left), gets a few pointers from admissions secret.ary, Sharon
Schilclmeyer.

sions.
Marti explains that she learned
about the job initially through
recommendation by Dr. Charles
Schare and Dr. Robert Ellerhorst
of the chemistry department.
Sister Agnes said that she interviewed quite a few people for the
position but that " Marti had the
qualities I was looking for." In
selecting an admissions counselor,
Sister Agnes said, "I was looking
for someone who believes in liberal
arts and is completely sold on
Edgecliff. It is a difficult job and,
therefore, the person must be committed to it." She felt that Marti
was "someone who could relate
well to people, young people as
well as adults." Sister added:
"Marti has a lot of creativity and
energy and such a job means much
responsibility and a chance to be
creative."
Marti is a chemistry major and
before learning about the job, her
plans for next year included "an
interest in some form of education."
Marti will be out of town about
six months out of the year recruiting in New York, Chicago and
various areas in Ohio. She will
talk to high school counselors and
students at college night programs,
as well as individual visits to high
schools.
"The goal is to make Edgecliff
more than just a catalogue on the
shelf," Sister Agnes explained. l

member, Sue Voegeli, was counseling at Camp Kem in conjunction with the Student Volunteers
Society at Xavier University at
the time the picture was taken.
Theme of the prom is "Threehold of a Dream." It will take
place at the President Motor Inn
from 9 p.m. to 1 a .m. The New
Lime will provide the music. 'Ilickets are $5.50 per couple. There will
be a cocktail party b e f o r e the
Prom for the seniors in the Alumnae Lounge.
Junior Barb Lampe is prom
committee chairman. Subcommittee chairmen are as follows:
Monica Pacello, program; Kathy
Shartle, decorations; Jane En:gang, publicity; Jean Bedinghaus,
Invitations and Bids; Jane Mccaffrey, coronation; Pam Nickels,
Patrons and Mailing. Tickets will
be sold next week in Sullivan Hall
foyer.

Peggy Plans

College Senate
For Next Year
1

Peggy Clark and Pat Pinciotti,
Student Government presidential
and vice-presidential candidates
(unopposed) , presented their platform to the student body for the
1970-71 school year.
At press time, specific information concerning their ideas and
objectives was not available.
Complete election coverage will
appear in the May l11ue of THE
EDGECLIFF.

P eggy stated that one of their
main projects will be the formation of a College Senate composed
of students, faculty and administration. P eggy hopes that this will
eliminate "hierarchical setup" on
matters specifically related to students; for example, the dress code.
Other ideas presented by P eggy
included: free audit for students
with a 2.00, expansion of the pass·
fail system, orientation condensed
into fewer days. Concerning elections, Peggy and Pat feel that anyone from any class should be able
to run for any major office.
The two also hope to continue
projects which were begun this
year, such as continued investigation of the parking problem,
continued investigation of intersession, and better coordination of
recreational activities.
Peggy said she hopes to promote better communication between the administrative committees and the students. This would
include appointing more students
to committees which now have only
one student representative.

THE

2
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Congratulations to Psych Dept.
THE EDGECLIFF congratulates the psychology department and in particular, Dr. Elizabeth
Miller, chainnan, for heilfining to create what we
consider the beginnings o a dynamic curriculum.
This year we were informally introduced to
the department through the Psych-a-Dilly Fair.
The fair offered an opportunity for students to
get acquainted with the department and the
majors; it gave future psych majors a chance to
question and evaluate while the rest of the
campus experienced a bit of visible life activitv.
(May we say- the whole campus was psychedf)
Perhaps the two most important contributions the department made this year were the
Adlerian Workshop, with the Rudolph Dreikurs
lecture open t.o all students, and the Dr. Viktor
Frankl convocation. These two lectures were

scheduled at times when the majority of students
are on campus1 therefore making it easier for all
interested stuaents t.o attend - there were positive results - good attendance at both.
The lectures especially seemed to create what
we think the curriculum committee is striving to
achieve - the increase of an intellectual atmosphere on our campus. Perhaps some basic curriculum changes are needed but we think positive
steps forward can be t.aken immediately by
scheduling more lectures that would be stimulating to the whole campus or just to particular
departments.
Dr. Miller and her department gave all of us
a few vitamins - pepped up our thinking.
We encourage other departments and groups
on ~pus to take the cue and help nourish
Edgecliff.
/

'Clean Cliff Campaign'
REMEMBER Earth Day? That was the day
the whole country got together to demonstrate
against and discuss our Environmental Crisis.
If that's all you remember about it, shame
on you! We can't afford to let this be another
passing fad. For once let's remain devoted and
finish the job we started. We are living in a
closed ecological system; it has its limitations.
Our first step is to realize this and be firmly
convinced that we have t.o do something.
Here at Edgecliff, we had a teach-in, which,
we might add, was excellently handled. Now
that we are aware of the problem and what is
being done and must be done, it's time to make
it a teach-out. We must go out and make others
aware of the problem and convince them.
In addition to making others aware, we've
got to act. There are several levels on which
action can take place.

Individual: Pride yourself on wanting a
clean enviroment. Here are a few suggestions
simple in themselves, but they all add up: Save
water - you don't need a tubful. Leave nothing
but footprints. Don't smoke-anything. When
was the last time you could maneuver safely in
your bedroom? If you can get to your destination by walking, biking or roller skating, do so.
Avoid congestion in traffic- leave before or
after the rush hour.

Campus: Let's start a "Clean Cliff Campaign." You know where the I>!'Oblems lie. Good
ole Mom would be shocked! The Sociology Club
is at work developing the ideas that were presented on awareness day. New garbage cans will
be attractively painted and placed in strategic
spots on campus.:.....- they have a putse. Meanwhile, if you see any unnecessary li ts burning,
flick them off. Electricity uses up e resources.
Brownbaggers: use your lunch bag more than
one day.
'
City: Boycott
products that contribute to

pollution. Don't buy them and tell your dealer
why you aren't buying them. These include
items like- colored tissue paper, non-returnable bottles and cans, extra shopping bags (put
two or more items in the same bag), and use
soap not detergents with phosphates. Write to
your mayor, councilmen and Cincinnati's chief
polluters.

State and National: write, Write,
WRITE! You must hit the producer from both
sides: by legislation and consumer boycott.
Have some consideration, especially now that
summer is coming and it's so easy to pollute our
resources without a second thought. If each of
us starts sacrificing the trivial now, maybe we
won't have to sacrifice the vital later.

THE EDGECLIFF

Letters

Representation? Not That Kind!
To the Editor:
I was unhappy and extremely
disallusioned when I heard of the
gross mishandling of next year's
student parking situation. I used
to have more confidence in Student
Government. I realize that it talces
money in order to obtain more
parking facilities which are badly
needed, especially since there will
be more cars on campus.
However, since the amount of
money required for a sticker is
considerably larger than this year's
for dayhops, I feel that the student
body should have some say in this
decision. You say I've been represented? Hardly. When a so-called
"representative" says that dayhops
don't want to pay more than $5, so
let's just keep it at $15 - well, I
think that kind of "representation"
we can do without.
I am not complaining about

donnies having cars on campus. I
do think a little more consideration
should be given to the dayhops.
You lowered the dormie fee ; why
not the dayhops!?
You let us have a trial period for
the dress code to see how we'd
react. How about opening this to
a vote of the student body - or at
least an opinion poll -- to see how
we feel about this.
Sue Faessler '72

Sympathy
THE EDGECLIFF extends
sympathy to Dr. Pura M iyar,
associate professor of Spanish, and her family on the
death of her father, Matias
Vega, and to Mary Tepe,
freshman, and her family on
the death of her mother,
Mrs. John B . Tepe.
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Chances are, you're probably in
the same predicament as every
member of this newspaper staff - '
swamped! Somehow I'd like to
manipulate the days of the week
so we could fit in a "Catch·Up
Day." It would come after Friday
so that we could have a relaxing
weekend. But the more I think
about it, the more I think it would
never work; we would need another
"Catch-Up Day" to catch up on
the things we didn't do on "CatchUp Day."
etc.

Seniors: 31 days.
etc.

Have you noticed how many deparbnents have been celebrating
lately?
Last week the English department had a picnic on the Emery
campus - it was very enjoyable.
There was definite evidence ;hat
the tricks of starting a grill are not
taught in English classes. When
the grills were finally hot enough,
Eileen Synnott, chief chef, put on
the food; the rest of the department stood around reciting "Ode
to a Hamburger" while Dr. Daniel
Steible provided the background
music on his ukulele. Sue Wehlen
-fine job!
And so what happened at the
sociology department c o c k t a i l
party?

' by Rosellen

Galt~rio

Thomas More's Latin American
week which is sponsored annually
by the college's Spanish department. This is the second consecutive year that an Edgecliff Spanish
major has placed first.
etc.

Congratulations also to the College of Mount St. Joseph which is
celebrating its 50th anniversary.
etc.

Too bad this year isn't ending
with the same vim and vigor it
began with. Student Government
elections seemed to lack the spark
of excitement that they. usually
have. What's wrong? Why aren't
there more students interested in
the extracurriculars around campus? For once I'd like someone to
write a letter and explain exactly
why (the whole truth and nothing
but the truth) they don't get involved more with what is going on
around this campus.
·
etc.

A plea: TliE EDGECLIFF is planning bigger and better thinga for
next year, but we won't be able to
accomplish them unless we get a
few more RELIABLE staff members. If you think you have any
talent and maybe ·belong in the
journalistic world come up to AD
12 and give it a try.
etc.

See you at the Junior Prom!

etc.

Rah, Rah Reds!
etc.

Junior art major Pam Schiering made the Sister Mary Virginia
Sullivan Award which was presented to Mary Imm, class of '63.
Each year the presentation is made
to an outstanding alumna. The
award, an enameled piece mounted
on a wood plaque, was designed by
Sister R osine Allgeyer, chainnan
of the art department.
etc.

Don't forget to vote - May 5.
etc.

Congratulations to Marilyn Sunderman, senior, who placed first in
the Thomas More College Spanish
contest. The contest was part of

Paper Receives
1st Class Rating
THE EDGECLIFF received a first
class rating from the Associated
Collegiate Press. Newspapers published from the first semester were
judged on coverage and content,
writing and editing, edit9rial leade rship, physical appearance and
photography.
THE EDGECLIFF: r e c e i v e d two
Marks of Distinction-for superior
accomplishment in coverage and
content and for physical appearance.

Love, Obedience His Greatest Gifts
THE EDGECIJFF extends sincere sympathy to Kit Otto and
her family on the death of her
father, Mr. Robert Otto, a former moderator of THE EDGECLIFF.

As a professor of journalism,
Mr. Otto was the first lay teacher at Edgecliff. He had a 40year career in journalism including newspapers, radio, and
WCPO television news director.
After being away from Edgecliff
for a few years, Mr. Otto returned as public relations
administrator for the college.
While at Edgecliff, he was very
active in the Father's Club and
solicitation for Ohio Federation
of Independent Colleges. In
June of 1968 he returned to The
Cincinnati Enquirer where he

was "area development" writer.
Mr. Robert Otto met his wife,
Jane Hoban at Edgecliff. Their
daughter, Barbara, is an alumna
and another daughter, Kit, is
now a sophomore at Edgecliff.
His son Larry Otto married
Claire Meinerding, class of 1967.
His daughter, Chris, is an incoming freshman.
His impact on the college and
the entire .t ri-state area in general was tremendous and will be
long remembered. Other work
done by Mr. Otto included public relations for many archdiocesan programs including the St.
Peter in Chains Cathedral Fund.
While operating his own public
relations finn, he raised the
millions necessary for construction of the new St. Xavier High

School on North Bend Road
and directed the fund -raising
program for the diocesan high
school expansion program.
Mr. Otto was a founder and
first president of the Salesian
Guild, Catholic journalism and
communications group. He was
also director of public relations
connected with major bond issue
campaigns in the Cincinnati
region - including those for expressways, slum clearance, and
U. C. expansion.
As Rev. James V. McCummiskey said in Mr. Otto's funeral homily, " ... these two great
Christian virtues of love and
obedience to a responsible
authority were, in his philosophy, the greatest gifts he could
transmit to others ..."

April 80, 1970
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The Cincinnati May Festival
celebrates its 97th season in glorious tradition by bringing together
some of the world's greatest artists
and works. Robert Shaw will conduct May 15; Maestro Max Rudolf will conduct his final May
festival concert as music director, May 16. For a May Festival
"first," May 22's major work will
combine ballet, soloists and chorus.
At the fourth and final concert,
May 23, and in keeping with the
May Festival's tradition of com1D1881oning n e w works, Julius
Rudel r e t u r n s to conduct the
world premiere of "Mortales" by
the famous British comp011er, Wilfred Josephs. Many other guest
soloists and choral groups will
perform.
All performances will
feature the Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra and begin at 8: 15 p.m.
in the newly-renovated Music Hall.

• • •

Peter, Paul and Mary are coming May 10. I remember seeing
P P & M when they were just
starting, then a year later, and then
a couple years after that. They

"OBJECTS: USA, The JohllllOn
Collection of Contemporary Crafts"
is now an exhibit at the Cincinnati
Art Museum. The collection of
more than 300 works by contemporary American craftsmen, ranges
from mammoth sculptures in wood
and metal to intricate experiments
in jewelry.

• • •

May 15 is the deadline for the
Orange Blossom first national poetry contest. There will be five national recognition prizes, beautiful
diamond pendants especially designed by Orange BlOBBom. Entries
will be judged by Glenn Yarbrough
and a panel of recognized poetry
experts. The subject is love. If you
want more information about this,
please contact me in the preBB
room, Ad 12.

• • •
Summer's coming and with summer always comes the opening of
Coney Island. When you go to
Coney don't miss Sid and Marty
Krofft's fabulous "Circus '70." The
assortment of puppets, marionettes
and special effects will amuse and
completely fascinate you.

• • •

There are so many other things
to mention-but the sun is shining
and that's all that matters now.
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ACROSS
1. Native of New Zealand
6. Foreign miners in South Africa
26. Haitian term for voodoo
32. Name for trade within empires which protects
·colonial interests through tariffs
49. A Boer nationalist; reportedly President of the
Boer State Transvaal
56. Colonial governor of Jamaica in 1855; iBBued a
Morality Proclamation
67. Initials for the economic policy of Sir John MacDonald in Canada
71. Insect that is a carrier of sleeping sickneBB
85. Leader of a raid in Johannesburg by the miners
there against the mining magnates
92. South African national
106. African tribal group
115. Island off Australia
125. Advanced African societal group
136. The "colossus" of South Africa
142. Boer state in South Africa
156. Labor first used to settle Australia
163. African nation: occupies the Rift Valley

'Quality And Price Make
Edgecliff Your Best Bargain'
by Mr. Paul Palmlaano,
bulinesa manager
Recently while going through my
spring and summer clothing, I extracted for the tenth consecutive
year, my basic black suit with the
reversible plaid vest. This perennial favorite of mine, my spouse constantly reminds me, dented the
budget to the tune of $120. So,
while removing a few shrunken
moth balls, I delivered to her my
economic lecture number .t hirtynine: - "Quality is always your
best bargain." After all, I have
gone through several $40 and $50
bargain suits in the past ten years
and old basic black is still with me
In a much larger sense, the same
case can be made for one's education. Unfortunately, we cannot
print on the back of each college
diploma some educational warranty
or guarantee. Quality in education
is something students must seek
for themselves. As •i n all other
economic areas of the business
world, to find such quality is going
rto cost the student-customer.
But like "old basic black," can

we ignore true quality in education
because it will cost $2,000 or even
$10,000 more? Spread the difference over just the many working
years of a graduate and it shrinks
like the moth balls. The many
extra benefits to one's social and
family life cannot be measured.
Mr. James J . Kilpatrick recently
wrote in his column concerning
st'.ldent unrest entitled CAMPUS
ECONOMICS-"The student who
pays little . . . for his education is
likely to place little or no value on
it .. . In a market characterized by
low price and oversupply, they
(students) are kicking ·the product
around. Universities ought to
compete for students by offering
quality, variety, service and fair
prices."
I firmly believe that we can offer
all the necessities expressed in Mr.
Kilpatrick's statement. I am especially proud of the price tag on
our Edgecliff educational package.
This year, Edgecliff's cost of $2100
for tuition, required fees, board and
dormitory rooms was well under
the national private college average

A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY
TO BE SOMEBODY
BY
HELPIN.G SOMEBODY
INTERESTED IN THE EXTENSION PROGRAM?
For information now:
Mr. Vincent Delaney (371-7334)
Msgr. Henry J. Kloeker (321-3031)

of $2423.
Bringing it closer to home, of the
43 private colleges in Ohio, Edgecliff ranks 36th in costs of tuition
and fees. In fact, if you live outside the state of Ohio, you cannot
attend locally any college or university, public or private, for less
money than you pay at Edgecliff.
I further predict that virtually all
of the above statistics will still be
true next year in spite of our
planned tuition increase.
Quality and price make Edgecliff
College your best educational bargain now and for years to come.

Dayhop Council
Proposal Fails
The proposal for the Commuter
Council, which was presented in
the March issue of THE EDGECLIFF
(see editorial), was defeated in the
Student Senate by a vote of 2 for
and 22 against.
The proposal stated that the
council would be composed of an
elected president and three to five
volunteer members, with the president being a voting member of the
Student Senate and Executive
Board and a member of the Student
Affairs Committee. The proposal
was concerned primarily with communication between Student Government and the commuters, giving
the commuters, per se, a voice in
Student Senate.
Another proposal to make the
president of the Resident House
Council a non-voting member of
the Student Government was
p888ed.'

DOWR
1. High commiBBioner of South Africa; appointed in
March 1897
4. Nickname for the Witswatersrand, gold field
13. Colonial governor of Jamaica
16. Canadian Pacific Railway; initials
17. Field formation in a triangle shape, using barbed
wire
18. Demigods; voodoo term for them
19. A "living dead" person; used for evil by the
"vodun" sorceror
49. London exchange manipulation of diamond mind
stock; " . . . . . . . . . circus"
55. Initials for one of the two Boer states in South
Africa
62. Incident in Jamaica in this area in 1855 between
gov.;irnment and the natives
67. Home of voodoo in the United States
81. Colonial governor of Jamaica during incident #62
84. A tragedy occurred on this river in early settlement days in New Zealand
104. South end of southern island of New Zealand
123. Social Darwinist; professor of Cecil Rhodes
133. German artillery
135. Keystone to Zanzibar's economy

Book of
The Month
recommended by
Sider Doria Gottemoeller
Instructor of Theology
A RUMOR OF ANGELS: MODERN SOCIETY AND THE REDISCOVERY OF THE SUPERNATURAL by Peter L. Berger. Doubleday
Anchor Book, 1970. $1.45 in paperback.
This book is not about angels, but about those hints or signals of
transcendence which we can find in our everyday life. Whether we like it
or not, we live in a culture in which transcendence has been reduced to a
rumor. As Berger says: this "departure of the supernatural" has been
re_ceived in a variety of moods - with prophetic anger, in deep sorrow,
with gleeful triumph, or simply as an emotionally unprovocative fact.
But in all cases the supernatural as a meaningful reality is absent or
remote from the horizons of the everyday life of large numbers if not the
majority of people .t oday.
'
After describing and analyzing this situation, the author goes on to
suggest ways to rediscover the transcendent, drawn from observation of
man and human experience. For example, when a mother assures a child
frightened by the dark that, "Euerything is all right," her gesture and
word re888urance transcend the immediate situation and imply a statement about reality as such. In fact the basic formula of parental assurance, "Everything is all right," can be translated into a statement of
cosmic scope: "Have trust m being." In other examples, Berger uses such
phenomena as "play" and " humor" to establish a recognition of the
non-temporal and non-spatial dimensions of reality.
In this little book, hardly longer than an essay, many fascinating
and provocative insights are to be found. At the very least, they will
encourage the reader to look at familiar activities with a new eye.

TBB
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Midi vs. Mini: Edgecliff Community Sounds Off;
POFF • FADD Insist on A Choice of Skirt Lengths

In the •Kingdom of Edgecliff, towering above the Ohio River, Maidens Roxlyn Faulkner (mini)
and Mary Trachsel (midi) duel in the raging battle of the hemlines.

Metzenbaum On Campus Thespians Plan
Answers Students' Questions Summer Season
Mr. Howard M. Metzenbaum,
Democratic candidate for the U. S.
Senate, made a recent appearance
on campus to answer questions
from students concerning many
current problems in the U. S.
Asked about the Mid East War
and whether or not the U. S.
should supply Israel with arms, he
replied:
"I think we ought to sell arms
to the Israelis to the extent that
they can defend themselves. For
us to refuse to do so and to think
that we will help them later would
be a mistake. This is something
we shouldn't play with. If Israel
would be in real trouble it would
be destroyed before we could help
them."
The major domestic problem
right now, Mr. Metzenbaum believes, is that of full employment.

DURBAN'S
GREENHOUSES
533 McAlpln
861-7866

Flowen for all occasions!

He' would like to see something
done about rising inflation. He
feels that we must "get away from
the 60's emphasis on the space
program and worry about the problems of earthmen."
Concerning the draft laws, Howard Metzenbaum said that "draft
laws should be eliminated and voluntary army set up with higher
pay. ~

Concerning women's rights, Mr.
Metzenbaum said: "I'm willing to
give women total equal rights. I'm
not willing to have the protective
laws for women broken down."
Asked what he thought about
views of his opponent, John Glenn,
on some of the issues, Mr. Metzenbaum remarked: "I don'•t know
what Glenn's views are, that is
why I want him to debate me."

Introducing
the first
national brand

pantyhose
in America
at

99¢
in the Bookstore

IN1ER-OCEAN
INSURANCE CO.
3333 Vine It.

861-0700

ENJOY YOUR LIFE
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The Drama department will
have a summer season this year,
announced Mr. Robert Miller,
chairman of the department. The
season will extend from July 2
through August 1.
One outdoor musical and two
indoor plays will be presented. The
titles of the productions will be
announced at a later date.
Tryouts for the performances
will be held within the next few
weeks; they are open to all students. Some professional actors
from the community will also take
part.

•••

A segment of the female population is revolting against the dictates
of the fashion industry. Rumor has it that this time next year, only
midi skirts will be available to the female consumer. This segment does
not want to be forced to buy a certain length - members want the freedom to buy a mini, midi, maxi or any length they choose.
Two groups are in the foreground of this movement. P.O.F.F . (Preserve Our Femininity and Finances) and F.A.D.D. (Fight Against
Dictating Designers) insist on a chpice.
Here at Edgecliff, the midi has not become dominant over the popular mini:
Mrs. Paul V. Palmisano, manager of bookstore: "I like skirts to the knee
or shorter or to the floor but not to midcalf because it is very unattractive. The midi length has always been associated with depression days - which this is not."
Mr. Guy Powers, manager of Food Service: "For anyone over 32, yes;
but anyone under that, no. Back in the 1950's they were o.k. I
don't think midis are feminine."
Mr. Dennis Bies, assistant professor of political science: "The only time
I could see myself barring someone from class for 'inappropriate
dress' would be if someone wore those obscene midi skirts or maxi
coats." (With the exception of nuns.)
Sister Margaret Longhill, dean· of students: "It seems to me that the
very fashions being abandoned by the Sisters are now being adopted
by other people."
Dr. William Wester, academic dean: "For those who could go out for
football and yet have insisted on wearing the mini, the midi would
look much better but I think others should stick to the mini."
Dr. Siegmund Betz, professor of English: "I think midis are horrible.
The long skirt takes full advantage of the aesthetic pOBSibilities of
the textiles. The mini takes full advantage of the aesthetic possibilities of the person. The midi does neither."
Sister Agnes C'loud, director of admissions: "I personally don't think too
much about it. The midi is a rather unflattering length for a woman.
I like the variety that we now have. Much of the style has to do
with the figure of the person."
Sister Jane Kirchner, president: "As long as people are thinking and
talking about the important things it really doesn't matter what they
wear."
Martha Bohlen, freshman: "Dress is up to the individual. I , personally,
don't think that I would ever wear the midi but it's nice to have
variety in fashions."
Mary Klein, sophomore: "I had a midi two years ago and they failed
to come in. It is a passing fad. Personall~', I don't think they do
much for people's legs. I'd rather see women in pants."
Carol Muething, senior: "I think they are not worth all of the publicity
they are getting."
Sue Faessler, sophomore: "Personally, I think that they are ugly. As a
result of this controversy over hemlines I think that everyone will
be able to wear the lengths of skirt that they like and look good tn."
Ann Grever, senior: "I don't care for the midi; I like skirts just to the
knee. If the midis go over it will be difficult to find the short skirts
,i n department stores and then people might not have a choice but
to buy them."
Kathy Shartle, junior: "Midi skirts are nice if they are worn with the
right accessories (e.g., boots). However, ,t he majority of the male concensus says the midi must go. Apparently they like the idea of seeing
a bare leg, not just a bare ankle bone."
Bill Fox, U.S. Army Training, Fort Sill, Oklahoma: "I don't like them,
I think they are ugly. They remind me too much of the Army and
the WACS. I like the mini but not super mini."
Dave Dube, senior, XU: "There is a lot to be seen for the mini."

Administrative Activities

President
Participates
Sister Jane Kirchner has been
accepted as a participant in the
1970 President's Institute at Cornell University, June 21-26. Only
40 presidents are selected to take
part in the institute.
The President's Institute is held
for people who have been college
presidents for less than four years.
Topics of discussion' will include
personnel, curriculum innovations
and policies.
Sister Jane commented:
"I am quite happy to be one of
the 40 selected."

Dean Misses
Classroom
Dr. William C. W ester, academic
dean, will return to the classroom
next year to teach two courses Guidance and Counseling, and
Adolescent Psychology.
"The fact is," said Dr. Wester,
" I miss teaching and now that I
have everything rolling in the
dean's office, I'll be able to try
some unique and innovative ideas

that I've wanted to experiment
with in the classroom."

Extraordinary
Minister
Sister Rita Braun, head of Edgecliff's counseling service, has been
appointed by His Grace, Archbishop Paul Liebold, to assist in
the distribution of Holy Commun·
ion in the college chapel. There
will be other appointments of persons to receive this honor in the
future. Interested faculty members
may leave their names in the office of the dean of students.

1.00 Needed
Dr. William C. Wester, academic
dean, recently announced that
part-time students must maintain
a 1.00 cumulative quality point
average. If the student has not attained a 1.00 average after completing 24 . semester credit hours
the student will be warned and be
permitted to take an additional
nine hours. If the student's cumulative quality point average still
falls below the 1.00 level after 33
semester credit hours have been
obtained, the student will be dismissed from the college. As in the

•••

case of full ~time students, a person who is dismissed from the
college may re-apply after one
year.

Wins Fellowship
Sister Mary Ruth Graf, a member of Edgecliff's theology department, bas won a fellowship
from Hebrew Union College-Jewish
Institute of Religion, for graduate
study on its Cincinnati campus
during the l970-71 academic year.
Dr. · Elias L. Epstein, professor
of Hebrew languages and literature, is chairman of the committee
on graduate study which selected
Sister Ruth.

Outstanding Prof
Sister Margaret Anne Molitor,
R.S.M., chairman of the sociology
department, has been nominated
for the 1970 edition of OUTSTANDING EDUCATORS OF
AMERICA.

New Supervisor
Joseph Kormanik is Edgecliff's
new supervisor of maintenance. He
replaces Robert Hunt who has accepted the supervision of maintenance with the Forest Hills School
District.
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Frankl Says U.S.A. Needs
A Statue of Responsibility
" The Statue of Liberty on the
east coast should be supplemented
by a Statue of Responsibility on
the west coast," said Viktor E .
Frankl, noted Austrian psychiatrist and author, at a recent Edgecliff convocation. Dr. Frankl was
awarded a degree of Doctor of
Laws, honoris causa by Sister Jane
Kirchner, president.
In his I e c tu r e on "Youth's
Search for Meaning," Frankl said
that freedom is not the whole answer; it can threaten to degenerate
into license. It must be matched
by responsibility.
"Man's primary concern is his
will to meaning,'' Frankl said. "It
is a specific need and is present in
all human beings."
"The pursuit of happiness, per
se," he continued, "actually defeats
itself; the more one reaches for
pleasure, the more one finds it unattainable. Pleasure and happiness
are by-products rather than goals."
Youth must not only quest for
meaning, but also question it, he
continued. The courage to boldly
challenge the meaning of life must
be matched by patience not to give
up the struggle. In order to find
meaning, youth's conscience must
be refined. It must listen to what
is going on in an unbiased way,
without any pre-conceived ideas.
"Youth must be capable of hearing
the ten thousand commands that
confront him in ten thousand situations. He must be able to become selective in his decisions."
Self-actualization and self-interpretation are v a l u e s of college
students. Frankl said there is a
danger, though, in self-interpreta-

•
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Powers· Commends His Kitchen· Crew:
'All Nuts-From The Head Nut Down'

by Diane Henne
He is sometimes an E a s t e r
bunny, a master of ceremonies, or
an art student, but moet of Mr.
Guy Powers' time is spent managing the Hi-Continental food service at Edgecliff.
Mr. Powers played the Easter
bunny at a party sponsored by the
sophomore cl818 for poor children
from the Bible Center. Master of
ceremonies was his role at the International Party held earlier this
year. Mr. Powers is now attending
a design course in the art deparlment to get ideas which will be
useful in hie work.
Mr. Powers says that "Edgecliff
is a great place and ao are the
people themselves, on the whole."
He feels that the people with
whom he is riow working are the
best he has ever worked with in
any college.
"There are many new plans for
"I ne Ibis u a moment not of
what I ban acblH·ed. but of the cafeteria and Garden Room
next year,'' · says Mr. Powers. He
what I ban failed lo do."
explains that he hopes to have
tion; one must watch out for sub- "more personalized menus through
the aid of a computer."
jective meanings.
With .t he help of Sister Ann
Dr. Frankl said that the people Beiersdorfer of the art department;
of the United States are more exMr. Paul Palmisano, buainesa manistentially frustrated than those of ager, and Victor Middendorf, the
any Other country, and one might ' carpenter, the cafeteria line will
think that sex serves as an over- be redesigned this summer. Mr.
compensation for their frustrations. Powers also wants to introduce
"We are confronted with an in- new ideas for sandwiches and other
flation of sex," he said. "Let us foods in the Garden Room.
remember that in the financial
ICltchen Crew
world, inflation is accotµpanied by
Some of Mr. Powers' key worka de-valuation in the market; in
this situation, it is a dehumaniza- ers include Ethel Gentry, Mr.
tion of sex. It is no fulfillment to Herbert Harris and Mr. Frank
indulge in promiscuity. Only the Mitchell.
Ethel is the manager o~ the Garfull love experience is rewarding."

Mr. Guy Powers and Victor Middendorf, carpenter, discuss
re-designing of the cafeteria line.
den Room and has been at Edgecliff for seven years. She feels that
"most of the students are very
nice and I try to please them."
Ethel says that "Mr. Powers is a
nice guy to work for.''
Mr. Harris ia the chef who is
responsible for evening meals and
parties.
"I have been at Edgecliff for
eight years," says Mr. Harris, "and
like it.'! Mr. Harris is now working
on a book about garnishes and
their uses on foods.
Mr. Frank Mitchell has held
many jobs in the line of food preparation. He has been at Edgecliff
for about ten years and is chef,
cook and baker. A couple of the

other jobs held by Mr. Mitchell
before coming to Edgecliff include:
a chef, cook and baker at a Jewish
hotel and lead cook at a defense
plant from 1941 to 1945.
Mr. Powers wishes that both
day students and dormies would
feel free to talk to him at any time
concerning suggestions which they
might have for improvement& in
the foods or selections.
Questioned about any unusual
or funny incidents which have
taken place this year in the line
of work, Mr. Powers commented,
"to be in the food business you
have to be nuts . .Everyone in the
kitchen is nuts - from the Head
Nut down."

World's Fair Highlights United Nations,
Alice Krummen Is Named Chairman
Junior Maryann Bennett will
head the decorating committee.
She will also design the EUN A
folder.
Helpen Needed
"Anyone who is interested in
helping with these projects may
contact Mr. Delaney or myself,"
Alice said. "We need all the help
we can get. This is not only a program for history majors to work
on - we want everyone to participate. This is an excellent opportunity for high school and college
students to be involved in world
affairs."
"The UN is a meeting ground
for the nations,'' she continued,
"and we hope this will be a meeting ground for students to meet
people from other schools. We
want to get the second decade of
EUNA off to a good start."

Let's hear
it for tht)'Y

cheerleaders'

Coty Cosmetics
Off The Shelf
Due to low sales, cosmetics will
no longer be sold in the bookstore
after this May. Mrs. Toni Palmisano, manager, reports that they
are sold at "fair trade prices" and
cannot be found for less anywhere.

Alice Krummen
Junior Alice Krummen will be
chairman of the 1970 Edgecliff
United Nations Assembly, Oct. 2324.
"The EUNA bas grown every
year," Alice said. "The first program had only 18 hig];i schools participating, and was held in the
library. Now we hold it in the
theatre, and it's crowded there.
We're hoping to make it bigger
and better next year.'

Faculty adviser for the program
is Mr. W . Vincent Delaney, history
professor.
.
In conjunction with the UN Assembly, there will be a "World's
Fair" program, involving contests
in art and cooking from the various countries. J u n i o r Marilyn
Sheutz is in charge of this, with
Miss Katherine Koch of the consumer science department as adviser.

RAFFLE
Corningware Coffee Pot
Casserole
Get one free chance
With Bookstore receipts
amounting to $3 from
April 20 to May 18

Everybody cheers for Ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke has
the taste you never get tired of ••• always refreshing. That's why things go better with Coke ••• after
Coke ••• after Coke.

" The Coai·Col• Bottling Works Company, Cincinn•ti"
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Mount: 33-18, Faculty: 30-29

North Central Comments·
On Weaknesses~ Strengths
Sister Jane Kirchner, Edgecliffs president, will
appear before the Commission on Colleges and
Universities of the North Central Association in
Chicago to defend and substantiate the findings of
the examiners from North Central on July 21-22.
The final written report will be received one month
prior to this.
The findings of the summary meeting with the
examiners in a not yet finalized report lists the
weaknesses and strengths of Edgecliff.
The comments of the committee on the weakne11e1 were:
1. At this time Edgecliff is lacking a clearly
defined Board of Trustees. The Board has
been a provincial one but it has voted for the
inclusion of laymen which has not yet been
implemented.
2. Common to private institutions is the problem
of finance. At present, Edgecliff is better off
than projected deficits had anticipated.
3. The committee saw a '1ack of support of
scholarly activities." Basically, this means
that the committee did not see a great deal
of research or publishing being done on the
Edgecliff campus. An innovation in this line
is that any faculty member who presents a
major scientific paper at a convention will
have all expenses paid by the college.
4. Because of all the changes in the last few
years, Edgecliff is still looking for a dlnction
as far as curriculum and major offering.
5. There is a lack of long-range planning.
6. The committee saw a need for cunlculum revision. Dr. Wester 'p redicts "major changes
by 1971."
7. The quality of academic adriling was seen as
a weakness. An earlier expression of interest
for a major is the step considered to correct
this. As soon as a student would declare a
major, he or she would automatically be
counseled by an advisor in that field.
8. There is a lack of facilities for students, for
example, social and recreational facllltiea.
The next building in the plans is a library.
When the parking facilities are accomplished,
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Games Prove 'Cliffhangers'

by CollMn
the top floor of the parking decks has been
Mount
St.
Joseph's
hefty
basketsuggested as a student center.
9. The trend in private colleges in Ohio recently ball team did not seem to be in
has been a decrea.. In enrollment. Edgecliff's very good shape April 15, when it
enrollment is down slightly but "the entering scored only 33 points in the entire
game played against our own Edgefreshman class will probably be higher this
cliff aophomores at Walnut Hills
year," ·s ays Dr. Wester.
10. Budget procedures were listed as a weakness. High School gym. The Mounties,
Edgecliff is now reviving the budget commit- an experienced team, were overtee which will include faculty members, and confident at first when they discovered they were not up against
possibly students.
the burly foes they usually oppose.
The strengths of the school were listed u:
1. The top admlnbtraton were seen as positive This, of course, led to confusion
assets for the college because of their en- when they realized the Cliffies
were an able and spirited team dethusiasm and vitality.
2. The committee had a general feeling of open termined to win.
communication especially among the students.
In an effort to overcome the
3. The changn in recent years in terms of curweight advantage which the
riculum, academic level and student policy.
Mounties held, some of ,t he Cliffies
4. The Internal progrelS of Edgecliff and the were forced to do some "knocking
lalary lmproYementa.
around." Chris Croes proved to be
5. Physical plant, including the offices and landthe most effective "knocker1' but,
scape.
unfortunately, the referees ~ewed
6. The clarification of penonnel pollcle1, for exJ:ier activities as illegal and Chris
ampl~. tenure.
fouled out in the four.t h quarter.
7. The favorable attitude toward and Interest ln
Marion Forst was high scorer for
the 1tudent1 by the faculty is a definite asset.
the
Cliffiee, contributing six points
8. A type of flnanc:lal stability is provided for
the college by :the fact that the Sisters of towards the final score of 18. Good
performances were .t urned in by all
Mercy are behind it.
of the Cliffiee, who were Lynn
9. The increasing lnter·lmtitutlonal co-operation.
10. The library which was listed as a weakness Froelich, Chris Croes, M a r g i e
four years ago, is now considered a strength Staun, Marion Forst, Maryann
· because of the improvements in space, the Gibbs, Diane Knopp, Barb Jamee, '
Donata Fazioli, Susie Schwagman,
number of helpers and the holdings. Over a
period of four years, the library has increased Mary HeBB, Joan Redmond, and
Donna Zwick. Brenda Young, who
from approximately 32,000 to 64,00 volumes'.
injured her foot at practice, was
11. The Academic lenl is seen as higher.
12. The relationship behrMn the lay and re- forced to watch the entire game
from the bench.
llglou1 members was seen as a positive facet.
13. Another asset is the faculty-student particiInteresting performances were
pation in academic affairs, including student · also displayed by the Mounties,
positions on committees.
especially Sue McBeth, 'Number 3,
14. Quality of teaching.
who managed to score ten points
15. The Student Gonrnment was listed as the
despite the fact that she was on the
concluding factor in Edgecliffs strengths.
floor most of the night.

O'Connell
Friday night f o 11 o w i n g the
Mountie game saw the Edgecliff
faculty against the students in
another basketball (?) game at
Xavier Fleldhouse. Pre-game activities included the surprise appearance of Rommel, that German
wonder, who harBBBed the student
team members c0nsiderably. Despite this exhibition of his skills,
he did not qualify for regular game
play.
Due to the odd assol'tment of
players, an odd aseortment of rules
was followed: Students received
three points for each basket, faculty received two. Girla' basketball
rules were followed but the faculty
was allowed only five players. On
the s tu d en t team sophomores
played the finrt quarter, freshmen
the second. The juniors took over
in the third, and the fourth quarter
was played by anyone who survived the first three quarters. On
the faculty side Dr. Robert Ellerhoret, Robert Hiestand, Dr. Robert
Johnson, Robert Miller, Miu Fina
Miyar, Guy Powers and Dennis
Bies played the entire game.
Donata Fazioli gave a play-byplay commentary during the game
for all those who could not follow
the action on the court.
The final score was 30-29, a
faculty triumph. As a token of
good will, the students gave the
faculty winners a case of beer. It
was an evening enjoyed by all with
the exception of Rommel, who insisted that the referees specify
where the rules stated that players
may have only two legs.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------To All Members of the Edgecliff Community:
We Welcome You to the Most Beautiful Show in the World

SHIPSTADS
& JOHNSON

I,cE

CINCINNATI GARDENS

THURSDAY, MAY 14 THRU MONDAY, MAY 18
WITH SPECIAL GUEST STAR

MISS PEGGY FLEMING
Olympic and World Figure Skating Champion
SAVE $1.00 Per Ticket
on the following performances

FRIDAY, MAY 15- 8:00 p.m. and MONDAY, MAY 18-8:00 p.m.
REGULAR PRICES ---------------------------~--- $5 .00
STUDENT PRICES -------------------------------$4.00
JUNIORS (16 and under) Half regular prices ____ _$2.50

$3.00
$2.00
$1 .50

$4.00
$3.00
$2.00

FOR CHOICE SEATS - ORDER NOW BY MAIL!!
ORDERS MUST BE RECEIVED BY FRIDAY, MAY 8th
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 561-6867

--------------------------- --- -------- ---------- -------------~-------USE THIS COUPON FOR MAIL ORDER TICKETS
EDGECLIFF COLLEGE

Miss Peggy Fleming

Enclosed 11 Cheque or Money Order Totolling

-

-

- $ _________________ _

- • -

$ _________________ _

for--------------------------- Student Tickets at -

SEE ALSO---

Richard Dwyer
The Captivating Kauffmans
and

The Sea-World of the
Sub-Metropolis

- $ _________________ _

And ___________________________ Junior Tickets at FOR PERFORMANCE OF
Day

Date

Time

NAJ.\E ----------- - ---------------------~------------------------- Phone -----------------STREET

cm
Make ChequH Payable To ICE FOLLIES and Mail To Cincinnati Gardens, Seymour Ave.,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212. Enclose Self-Addressed Stamped Envelope for Return of Tickets.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------

